
CAT COLLECTION 2019
Since 1869, your trusted source 
for the best quality homes, toys, and
accessories for your favorite pet



Plush, reversible pillow—
super-soft fuchsia fabric on
one side; plush shaggy frost
gray fabric on the other

Cozy Cap
Model:    #705                    Case:    1PK

Color: Fuchsia + gray

Size: 18½"diam. × 17"H
opening: 6"W × 7"H

�  Featuring: plush toy tassel, hideaway
interior with ultra-plush pillow

Bounce ’n Spring
Scratcher
Model:    #708                    Case:    1PK

Color: Purple + fuchsia + zebra print

Size: 22"L × 22"W × 11¾"H
base: 11¾"L × 11¾"W

�  Featuring: jute scratching post, 
four spring arms with plush toys

Spring arms covered in
soft fabric adds a bounce
to playtime!
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Cozy Cave
Model:    #7381                  Case:    1PK

Color: Frost gray

Size: 12"diam. × 13½"H
opening: 7"diam.

�  Featuring: hideaway, soft shag
lounging seat

Hideout inside...
...or lounge on top!

Cozy Cube
Model:    #7380                  Case:    1PK

Color: Frost tan

Size: 12"L × 12"W × 13½"H
opening: 7"diam.

�  Featuring: hideaway, soft shag
lounging seat

Ultra-soft, plush shaggy
fabric covering the outside
and the interior floor

Cozy Tunnel
Model:    #7383                  Case:    1PK

Color: Dark khaki + beige

Size: 16"L × 16"W × 16½"H
tunnel: 14¼"diam. x 16"L 

�  Featuring: plush toy, sea grass
scratching panel, super-soft 
interior fabric

Large woven seagrass surface
for healthy paw-strengthening
scratching
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• All styles are boxed in retail-ready packaging
with Spanish and French translations 



Play & Scratch
Toy Post
Model:    #7151                  Case:    1PK

Color: Gray + blue-gray

Size: 11⅝"L × 11⅝"W × 20½"H

�  Featuring: jute scratching post,
plush toy
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Ultra-plush 
day bed bumpers 
for luxurious
napping

Hollywood Chair
Model:    #7382                  Case:    1PK

Color: Blue-gray

Size: 19"diam. × 22"H
opening: 7¾"diam.

�  Featuring: day bed, hideaway

also
great for
SMALL
DOGS

Durable jute rope 
scratching posts 
offer an appealing 
texture to cats

Plush toy on
bouncy elastic
twine

Super soft, plush 
fabrics for luxurious
napping and lounging

Leopard Terrace
Model:    #7300                  Case:    1PK

Color: Brown + leopard print

Size: 20½"L × 17½"W × 21"H
base: 17½"L × 17½"W

�  Featuring: day bed, plush toys, jute
scratching posts, platform

Play Palace
Model:     #7301                  Case:   1PK

Color: Gray + plum 

Size: 22"L × 17⅝"W × 28⅜"H
base: 17⅝"L × 17⅝"W

�  Featuring: day bed, plush toys, 
jute scratching posts, platforms 

Kitty King
Model:    #7302                  Case:    1PK

Color: Plum + gray

Size: 14¾"diam. × 25"H
opening: 6½"diam.

�  Featuring: plush day bed, jute
scratching post, hideaway
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Leopard Lounge
Model:     #7306                  Case:   1PK

Color: Brown + leopard print 

Size: 29¼"L × 19¼"W × 43"H
base: 19¼"L × 19¼"W

�  Featuring: large day bed, plush toys,
jute scratching posts, platforms,
hideaway

Tiger Hideaway
Model:     #7305                  Case:   1PK

Color: Black + tiger print 

Size: 16"L × 12"W × 29"H
base: 16"L × 12"W

Shag Hideaway
Model:     #7304                  Case:   1PK

Color: Gray + gray shag 

Size: 16"L × 12"W × 29"H
base: 16"L × 12"W

    

  
 

    

 
 

    
 

 

 
 

 
 

    
 

 

  

    

  
 

    

 
 

    
 

 

 
 

 
 

    
 

 

  

Sky Condo
Model:    #7319                  Case:    1PK

Color: Blue gray + faded denim blue

Size: 31½"L × 15½"W × 38¼"H
base: 23¼"L × 15½"W

�  Featuring: day bed, jute scratching
posts, two hideaways, jumping 
platform, felt fabric

�  Featuring: 
day bed, plush toys,
jute scratching post,
sisal scratching
panels, hideaway

�  Featuring: 
day bed, plush toys,
jute scratching post,
sisal scratching
panels, hideaway
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Tiger Tower
Model:     #7303                  Case:   1PK

Color: Black + tiger print 

Size: 24"L × 24"W × 48"H
base: 19¼"L × 19¼"W

�  Featuring: large day bed, plush toys,
jute scratching posts, platforms,
hideaway

    

  
 

    

 
 

    
 

 

 
 

 
 

    
 

 

  

    

  
 

    

 
 

    
 

 

 
 

 
 

    
 

 

  

The Ritz
Model:     #7307                  Case:   1PK

Color: Grays + blue grays 

Size: 32"L × 25"W × 51"H
base: 19⅜"L × 19⅜"W

�  Featuring: two day beds, plush toys,
jute scratching posts, platforms
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Domino
Model:    #7314                  Case:    1PK

Color: Black + frost white

Size: 25"L × 24"W × 52½"H
base: 19¼"L × 17½"W

�  Featuring: jute scratching posts,
platforms, hideout spaces

Party Tower
Model:    #7310                  Case:    1PK

Color: Gray

Size: 19¼"L × 19¼"W × 52⅜"H
base: 16"L × 16"W

�  Featuring: two plush day beds,
hideaway, swing hammock, plush
toy, jute scratching posts, jumping
platforms, super-soft plush fabric
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Siberian Mountain
Model:    #7313                  Case:    1PK

Color: Brown + frost tan + cream

Size: 30"L × 30"W × 61"H
base: 23½"L × 23½"W
hideaway opening: 7"L × 8"W

�  Featuring: two platforms, plush 
day bed, basket hammock, swing
hammock, hideaway, plush toys,
jute scratching posts

Sky Tower
Model:     #7308                  Case:   1PK

Color: Grays + blue grays 

Size: 30⅝"L × 15½"W × 54"H
base: 23¼"L × 15½"W

�  Featuring: day bed, jute scratching
posts, platforms, two hideaways, 
felt fabric
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Sphere w/Tassel
Model:     #7130                  Case:   1PK
Size: sphere:   11"diam. 

base:     11¾"diam.
total height:   13"H

�  Feather-tipped tassel engages cats
in play

�  Sphere shape provides opportunities
to stretch, scratch, and play

Tall Flat Post
Model:     #7106                  Case:   1PK
Size: post:   5⅝"L × 1⅜"W

base:  15¾"L × 13½"W
total height:   32⅜"H

Multi-Platform
Posts w/Tassels
Model:     #7150                  Case:   1PK
Size: top platform: 15¾"diam.

posts: 3⅞"diam.
base:  19⅝"diam.
total height:   31⅝"H

�  Padded platform levels and 
dangling tassels give cats a 
variety of jumping, resting,
pouncing, and active playtime
opportunities

�  Great for multiple-cat homes
Elegant and unique cat 
scratching furniture
�   Attractive design 

complements any décor
�   Durable jute rope
�   Padded fabric or wood-like 

finished platforms and bases
�   Full range of shapes 

and sizes
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Durable and 
attractive jute 
rope offers
an appealing 
texture to cats

Attractive base 
and post design 
complements 
any room décor

Short Round Post
w/Platform
Model:     #7103                  Case:   1PK
Size: top platform: 11¾"diam.

post:   3⅞"diam.
base:  15¾"diam.
total height:   21⅝"H

�  Padded platform gives cats oppor-
tunities to jump, rest, and pounce 

Short Round Post
Model:     #7101                  Case:   1PK
Size: post:   3⅞"diam.

base:  15¾"diam.
total height:   22½"H

Short Square Post
Model:     #7105                  Case:   1PK
Size: post:   5½"L × 5½"W

base:  15¾"L × 15¾"W
total height:   21⅝"H

Tall Round Post
w/Platform
Model:     #7102                  Case:   1PK
Size: top platform: 15¾"diam.

post:   3⅞"diam.
base:  19⅝"diam.
total height:   31¾"H

Tall Round Post
Model:     #7100                  Case:   1PK
Size: post:   3⅞"diam.

base:  19⅝"diam.
total height:   31¾"H

Tall Square Post
Model:     #7104                  Case:   1PK
Size: post:   5½"L × 5½"W

base:  19½"L × 19½"W
total height:   31⅝"H
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�  An activity center with play
amenities that will satisfy frisky
kittens and keep cats of any age
active and engaged

�  A lounging center with hideaway
and nook areas, plush surfaces,
and a cozy corner for cat naps

�  A sturdy yet lightweight 
structure with easy to follow
step-by-step assembly 
instructions

�  For one or more cats

�  Retail-ready packaging with
Spanish and French translations

Catville Loft
Model:     #7220                 Case:   6PK

Color:      Leopard + beige

Size:       32"L × 16"W × 27"H

With:      hideaways, plush toy, sisal
scratching post, jumping ramp

 ALSO AVAILABLE AS

Sp Single Packs

Catville Townhome
Model:     #7235                 Case:   3PK

Color:      Leopard + beige

Size:       45½"L × 31"W × 42½"H

With:      two hideaways, jumping ramp,
plush hammock, plush mats, 
dangling toy, cozy corner, 
two sisal scratching posts, 

 ALSO AVAILABLE AS

Sp Single Packs

catville™

Luxury living for sophisticated cats

Raceway Lounger
Model:     #700                    Case:   12PK
Size: 24"L × 14¼"W × 2¼"H

lounging area: 18⅞"L × 9⅛"W

With:      base unit; raceway track
cover; blinking track ball
with built-in battery; 
corrugated scratcher/
lounging pad; bag of catnip

A Three-In-One Activity Center

�  A cozy lounger with built-in
scratching and play areas

�  Compact, attractive and space-
saving unit

Replacement Pad
Model:     #701                    Case:   10PK
Size: 18⅞"L × 9⅛"W × 1"H

• CHASE • SCRATCH • LOUNGE •

�  Replacement pad for Raceway
Lounger (#700)

TW
O FEET LONG

·• 

ROOMY! •·22̌2̌2̌



�  Three durable scratching posts
for healthy nails and paws

�  Also includes climbing ramps,
covered areas, and doorways 
on both sides of all dens

�  For homes with multiple cats

�  Retail-ready packaging with
Spanish and French translations

�  This item packs small and sets
up large! Approximately 
4½-ft tall and nearly 5¼-ft long!

The Ultimate!
Many options for cats to engage 
in energetic, frisky playtime 
adventures. The Tower will quickly
become their favorite spot!

�  Four hideaways—a penthouse
and three dens—and plush mats
and a plush hammock for the 
ultimate in lounging options 

�  A dangling toy above a plush 
mat lounging area

Catville Tower
Model:     #7240                 Case:   2PK

Color:      Gray + purple gray

Size:       64"L × 46"W × 56"H

With:      hideaways, plush toy, three
sisal scratching posts,
jumping ramp, hammock,
plush mats

 ALSO AVAILABLE AS

Sp Single Packs

A long water-
fall ramp 
becomes a fun
romping path

Secluded penthouse
hideaway with openings
on three sides

Cats love the
towering vantage
point

The ultimate in 
playtime leisure: 
a plush hammock
above; a plush 
mat with dangling 
play toy below

Hideaway dens with plush mats 
for sleep, seclusion, hide-and-seek
games, and lounging

Scratching posts covered in durable
and attractive sisal rope to keep paws
strong and nails trimmed

FO
UR-&-A-HALF F

EE
T

·• T
ALL •·

44141–41–241–2̌41–2̌41–2̌

ULTIMATE ACTIVITY CENTER
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CAT

Beautifully-designed and engineered cat
homes with no gaps or pinch points—safe
and comfortable for your favorite feline!

Deluxe
Model:     #7501                  Case:   1PK
Color:      Black
Cage:      43¼"L × 25¼"W × 44⅞"H
Gauge:    7 & 12                 Spacing: 1"
With:      2 solid platforms; 

1 fabric hammock;
locking casters

deluxe & premium cat home

Hammock
Model:     #7502                  Case:   12PK
Color:      White
Size:       flat: 20"L × 15"W
With:      corner straps with quick-

link ends

 ALSO AVAILABLE AS

Sp Single Packs

Platform
Model:     #7503                  Case:   12PK
Color:      Black
Size:       22¼"L × 13⅞"W × 1⅛"H
With:      Platform pad and pegs

 ALSO AVAILABLE AS

Sp Single Packs�  Fits both the #7500 Premium & 
#7501 Deluxe cat home models

�  Fits both the #7500 Premium & 
#7501 Deluxe cat home models

�  Easy-to-assemble channel construction—heavy-
duty & rust-resistant, yet sturdy & lightweight!

�  No gaps or pinch points—safe for curious cats

�  Wide, easy-open doors on all levels

�  Fabric hammocks; platforms with washable pads

�  Sturdy base with lockable rolling casters

�  Room in the base for accessories

FIVE-&-A-HALF FEET

·• 
TALLEST •·55151–51–251–2̌51–2̌51–2̌

NO GAPS

NO PINCH POINTS

Premium
Model:     #7500                  Case:   1PK
Color:      Black
Cage:      43¼"L × 25¼"W × 65¾"H
Gauge:    7 & 12                 Spacing: 1"
With:      2 solid platforms; 

2 fabric hammocks;
locking casters


